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OUT IN
linsT FOBGE’f TO TURN
osalqs; ON MARCH 4, FOR THE
t Al, SPARDI GRAS YOU’VE
BEST ANN
EVER SEEN.
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Edgar E. Robinson, Stanford Professor, Speaks
at Washington Memorial Ceremony Here Monday

r .,e0 "a.’ ewe EDITOR TOILS ALL NIGHT Spardi Gras and La
till

a

Professor

[IS1C

ON STATE COACH
SCOOP

one of the biggest "s.....ps"
the paper was mode
LA
the Times last week. when
StateCollege
they beat even the local dailies
with an "Extra" announcing the

,i.

or

lies an. Operetta t. of "..,,"
le Purple Pigeon" First
’resented at S. J. High
IS
pi.ler
\sip
IS tts It’ 1GINARY
bi \GOWN

LAM

Dale Vagts, edd.a. t.f the pader.
aril Nlorris
last quiteter’s editor, staid twit’ the night
gathering .1 toric.11...11 ..11.1 ’Moo graphs for the speci.11
which beat the San Jose Mole,.
_News -Extra" ito the campus by
Het scant margin of twenty midute,si
Fit "scoop" was almost lost the
afternoon before, When, after Dr.
T. W. MacQuarrie hail given the
information to the school editor,
a witless cub reporter, sent to interview H. C. :11cDonalif, "shot his
mouth oft" in the presence of a
free billet. scribe ronneeted with
San Jose daily paper.
Quick thinking on MeDidialtEs
part. him ever. sent the cult away
before ails definite information
had been gieell. and the rival reporter had nothing but conjecture
on which to base his story.

l’igeon" is the
l’u,t
_dant two-act
.1 lb
composed by
re,
George I. tkittliews, of the
lose Slate \lush. department,
rh is nov. being published by
C C. Bri,1,..r.1 Co. of Huston.
any of San Jose’s music kvers
"Tbe Purple Pigeon" when it
;presented at the San Jose
seseral members or
original e.,1 are still in San
ineludin...t Charles Hansen,
is a tiats,e major at State.
the
Ihe 111,1 presentation
and
Fella has r en revised
(Ed. NoteThe "witless cub reenew
have Wen added- porter," who by the way also
liketto Extremely Clever
wrote this article, is the best
Times sum.,
he Windt,. Mitch was written
lane ti. Alexander, is very
ding, and the humor in’ y a need. rpiece. Eight of

dre 0,,:ickr, are ecank. Kendall Dell Chosen Scene
of Picnic of Juniors
Planned for Sat. Mar. 12
rottatily

is untisuall

fantastic, aS the
s laid in an imaginary
which
situated far off
rest of the v:orld on a
one from the
I ever entered
one day an
avEitor with his Irish
, forced landing
.,. had
’..ir beautiful aeroplane.
cust.inis of the court
triekery of the despotic
no ruled the king’ that the beautiful
I ;
1.1a should marry
t old prophet. However,
, dor and the tin, perience the
.1 love at first
.14 iS VerN

.. occurs when
unmasked and
are found to
.I, with whom
,..vins fulls in
at deal of the
,struction on
hich lie gives
isle. "-fut.!
scerels
.1,er
creature.
AlwaYs Tak. Joy ont of Life," has a
...lern si.i.,,11 in the depth
%amt.!
Lathe,. s ,ried Spartan
ble. (tub
, tlattliews, who
AA Ibis
tlegant piece
of
in his .slrettie
mottestY,
rte. re% al very much about
and Ilk experiences. II
lathered. however, that he
fienterls interested in
orlon,
which line he was
in 111. coinntertial
world.
tintless lic
hilarity favored
eduestijond ssorld
of musie.
ir In he . head of the Merck in the
MUsie sleparlhere.
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the scene of the junior picnic.
Ntarch 12, at the meeting of the
junior class Thursiltiv. A sumptuous feast will be the main at.
traction, but prior to the serving
of it, games, dancing and
ming will be enjoi.d. Don 11
who was appointed general chairman of the affair, plans to mak,
it a gala dayOne long to be remembered by the members of the
class of ’33.
Mary Maeliase. Dorothy Larson, William Stephens, Iler going
to assist Byron in making the affair a immoral& one.
To Have Water Carnival
During orientation they also
decided to hold a water carnival
TheY
sometime during April.
agreed to ask the sophs to this.
President Lillian White appointed
James Jacobson as chairman, 10
make arrangements.

Freshmen Hear Lecture
on "Chalk Drawing"
---Michael Angelo. a student at
a
Mt. View High Silvio!, gave
humorous mid illustrated leettiri.
on "Chalk Drawing" before the
freshman elass Thursday in"r".
1., .1
ing. ity use a an impros
easel Mr. Angelo drew mann.
twins ar.t1 sketches whirl’ deli
ed his audience.
tt ...
Mr. Blest’ announced a
and
meet Iwtween the freshmen
,,,phomore (lasses to be held ’’
conjunction with Spardi lir, 1
urged freshmen lo sign nit 1 ’
p, hoped to
this event, which
ear.
bring out new material for
sits* track.
the
f/r. 1’. W. MmQuarrie told
class about his experienves during the war. giving many humoroils incidents. Ile also told of
the falseness of reports concertiing the war. and told of the fraternal relations which existed
between the American nnil Gee Dr.
1111111 soldiers between battles.
MarQuarrle concluded by expressing his ’,chefs on the fonlishness
of the 1Vorld A’ar, the present
Japanese war, and of all wars in

Itie Spartan Glee
nine ycars ago
and has been
lidnusly intetested
in it ever
Harmony, ettirmosition
and
int are the
phasen of
Mitch interest
hint most.
Was revealed
also that Mr.
ivs has
written a cantata
0111g by soloist
and Omni*,
orchestra. It is a
Moorish
iand is milled
i the halals "Zorayada.
of publishers
and may lie
produced soon. general.
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Torre Dance To Be
Held Friday, Mar. 4

Bi-Centennial Celebrated Here

PLANS FOR SPARDI GRAS
State Debaters to
FIELD DAY ARE
Great
Meet University of
COMPLETE
Stanford Friday
First
Plans for the Spardi Gras fief

---

TOMO.: THEAIE %%ILI.
( .sfiltIED OFT IN THE
ItECOltATIONS

(It E.:- I Pis

HE

The Spardi liras dance, put tin
jointly Ity the La Torre and Student Affairs committee. ss ill elimax the hobo day celebration on
the evening of March ith with a
pleasant culmination of on esetilful program.
Vanes- M’illiams is acting as
ehairman in conjunction with
Carl Palmer. S. A. committee
head.
The decorations of the (lance
will carry Ifni file theme of the
1932 La Torre, whose scheme is
not to be revealed until the night
of March 4th.
In accordance with a plan
worked out by the last F:xecutive
Hoard meeting, because of the tremendous numbers of outsiders at
the last student body danee, a
new system has been adopted to
keep out ineligibile attendants.
The new plan allows people to
enter only by the front door and
permits thetn to leave only by the
bark thaw.
The student body card will be
punched when the couple first arrives and a small mark stamped
on the man’s wrist.
If his card has already been
punched, the num will have to
show the rubber stamp mark on
his wrist upon re-entering after
having left the dance.
The Pr(a’cilure of collecting
student body cards within the
gym for distribution among those
without is thus nullified. Th(
abolition of such a practice foretells a more enjoyable evening for ,
San Jose State students al their
dances.
-

OVI iff )1.

111111/e.11
1
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merits for the other activities iir
the bunt’s ilas festivities.
Friday night, Eetiruars 20, al
An interclass track meet
seven -thirty, in the Lillie Theatre,
siin iji,,ii. ill aii.,., stiiiiciirii riii. be staged by the freshmen cod
sophomores on a neatly laid .,itt
versity iti debate.
Eugene Itendler and Jules lbw- ’"ur.se .en the turf bY 111" ’’’
eet
iii.i4m. man s (ism. Track Coach I.,
Blush has been active in his
that Congress should not pass legeration with the Spardi liras
islation prosiding for centralized
committee in formulating plans
control of industry.
for a polished execution of the
Stanford has the option of i hosevents.
ing any one of the plans for
Particular attention has been
centralized einitrol of iniliedis
paid to the precision in the carry1,,
that have been
ness Men anti evon,intisis from all ing out of the races. Every effort
lois been extended to insure a
parts of thi countrs. .11 le.ist
dozen such plans 1..0 i !peen steady progression of events withprominentls diseus,:al
:tio.tot out the delays so common to that
tspe of endeavor.
magazine,. The Svoite
Kay Landsay
posed by Gerard Sw.oto... president of the lienerat Eitatrii ComKay Lindsay. as chairman of
pany, and the plan of Stuart Me committee on the field proChase are peeleipS
Illi/S1 gram. has also prepared a pie -eat
Widely
known
pronlaials.
mg contest to intersperse the
1111WIII
SiallbIell
1111’ll’ own aggenda with huntorous elements.
plan.
Another feature is being kept as
In any event, the Stale debaters it surprise for the revelers 011 III(’
will have to adapt their argu- rIlllTUI day. never tried before
tin
ments throughout t.. those of their the eampus.
It is expected lit
opponents in ord, r
inert the ono Me thrills and smiles for
affirmative .irguntents.
Canned Sparili Cras
speeches are eertain to Is. out of
order.
Dr. William H. l’o,tre,
The Ili -centennial of the birth of "the Father of Our Country" been secured to .,..t as chairman.
was feted throughout the United States last SIonday. February 22. If Stanford agrees. those ss
Old tales were retold to children with mouths agape. and miniature .
debaters after tin. ..iinte,t.
hatchets and cherry trees filled the rands stores.
Students at San Jose State listened If) a forceful lecture hy Dr. sloadd prove b ic .1 serv interesting feature. V, .1. bat. , ill
Robinson of Stanford, commemorating the occasion.
Itr. Call Hazeltine,
List an hour. .\ amliert,
s.,te
I ltiv ticienve department. ii.litruss.-1
,111 be taken
,
111
listeners
he
fin. siniors
!luring

or ,,, jos, mat., min

-

Able Speaker FascMates
College Audience
SPEAKEIt.
( oN(
sioN,
( oN1P.ARES LIFE MITI’
LINCOLN’S
glgf Mgt

Dr. Freeland Has
Completed His Survey

Writers’ Alliance

,

dig ’Address

ISS1 NIon.
day morning in the Alorris Dailey
auditorium. in commemoration of
In.eentennial birthday.
"There is a ;dors in America’s
mist that shiaild not be overlooked.
he name Anterica belong, to the people," said fir. It..le
s111.1,’11

eire11

st
des’ riotion
.,f
vdlt
bc.,tilit
out
Its
v..,

Will Publish New

of Valley Schools

Magazine at S. J.

11-1s

I oNSIDEKING

SCHOOLS

111,M MRS
FOR

Latest W ar News

Former Teacher Visits
San Jose State College sta.

bate
This
"ii"t "’"1
file 1.,11.,
used at the del.,th.
sltuget,:esosfruI;.acitie ..n.1 prosed surS

I harsihis .

Ile chose

times.
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Dr.

1:tirtliet meet imment was fur- 11.0 It’ ‘s
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bs the -seri’, Iron" ouct-1"hli4m" "r
,
1.13,.,
"S...dittations "1"’"d’
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La Torre Programs Are To ’
Take Place Each Noon Second Student Recital
Yancy Williams, general
Held in Auditorium
tor of the noon programs ore
scribal over an amplifying system
installed to advertise the 1932 La
Torre, announced that thi Thursday presentaion will be dedicated
to the Son Jose Players’ club and
State College societies.
A short one -act farce, staged bY
James Clancy and Dick Glyer,
will be the feature of the pro.
gram, which will also present
topular request numbers.
Low Down
General information concerning
Players and the smieties will give
the low down on the State Col.
lege elite.
Hale Vitals. Times editor. is
scheduled to say a few words
apropos to the Spardi Gras feed to
be given at 3:311 MI March 4.
Friday l’rogram
A special I.It Torre concert,
given by the Sparlan Rand, under
the direction of Forrent Baird,
will be the highlight of the Fri
day offering. The concert is to
begin at 12:30, and will be an
adjunct too thee presentations
composing the "Voice of the 1932
Lii Torre."
Leon Wartlike. general chair.
man of Spardi Grits. has been
asked In announce the program
arratiFted for hobo day.
Chatter and bits of campus
news will finish off this week’s
La Torre presentation, according
to Williams.

his

ifi

iirivntalo n

v"le "n ihr
r
:debate and again after tin
Mite. The cham:e .,f .1;011,1
tie presumed to 1,, bc, ti. the itc

eAsilS’

1111111i

lernis of the it.ist.
’rhey at,
interest...1
iit the rutin’,"
Ilv.
F.. 1;..bot,tat

Dr. Carl Hazeltine Speaks
on Trees and Arbor Day tors "
at Senior Meeting Thurs. 1"--,

-ARE
(t I ..XLIFIED
l’olt THE PLACEMENT
DUTIES AS
OF TEACHERS
AUTHORS
-At
decision
last night of the
Dr. Freeland haS just returned
"Touch:"
.111(1 again, "Touch!"
from a visit to the San Joaquin Writers’ Co-operative Alliance, a
This exclamation, heard often and Sacramento schools, where recently organized group of writof bile on the stage of the Little
he was considering the best ers interested itt acuiring greater
Theatre and on the south lawn,
their craft, planned
proficiency
has led many innocent passers-by schools to plaee practice teachers
hi publish their own magazine. It
the coining quarter.
to avoid the spot like a plague.
Eor,
quite
naturally%
they
Dr. Freeland gave six lertures was decided that the magazine
thought lwas a group of chronic while visiting these schools. Ile will be published quarterly., with
"borrowers" exclaiming at their lectured to
first issue scheduled to come
primary timelers
%nervy: in "touching" friends for
tr
the
pre, in April.
Sacramento Altindas evenim:, 111,
a loan.
Dr. Carl Holliday of the Engelementary teachers of Nforlesto
liut no! so.
"runs merely a few men of the County Tuesday afternoon. the 11,11 department at San Jose State,
Players (Ault taking fencing les- principals of Stanislaus Counts cnil Dr. William Poyfress, head
of the Social Science department,
sons for their duels in the com- Tuesday evening. the tipper
v ill be associaIe editors. Laura
ing presentation of "Romeo and teachers of SaeenflleIllif
elementary
Morrison of Santa Clara, secrethe
afternoon,
day
Juliet."
And when you hear the voice of teachers :it Lodi on Thursdby aft- tcrydreasurer of the Alliance, and
ernoon, and the principals I burs - well known as a successful fiction
JaltleS Ilincy, Carl Palmer. James
,, titer, t, ill la: :1,,i,tato editor.
Fitzgerald. iir Louis Scales ex- (lay evening.
claiming "Touch!" it’s merely a
sign that their fencing instructor
has "pinked" them in some vulnimaid, pml a the analonlY.
Failing sc.d. i .1 . In ail allentld
d under the ett,er of a smoky
-eel’ have been maneuvering
to dislodge th, i tiniest. from the
thin a short distance from the
Kiangwan, Japan
trenches al
wasn’t any closer to victory than , .,, but, after a hand to hand
was five days ago when she ..atileut, have liven driven back
,
, 0 severe IOSSeS.
,/arletl the battle.
_
.
The claims of the Chinese to
newspapers gave
Sensational
i . I, .,,,,, .1,,,,,,,, .1, Y1.01,,f,g1g1,
Elangwan have been recognized
that
fact
to
the
headlines
.,erly of the Manual Arts de- flaring
Japanese officers, who
i.,o town( of San Jose State, and i Hobert Short, an fililefiean 1-1011- 1/Y the
the Japan- claimed that the attack hail been
who has liven directing a govern- tot. liol been killed by
as he was:started prematurely and as a remeld trade school in Panama (:ity est during the day. bul
hail isult, ended in chaos.
On the
for the past Ihret years, arrived a commercial flier who
kis’ week.
joined the fight for the thrill. no, other side. the Chinese tIlllifif
in s, .I
lained
that
the
had
Shot11111
Japanese
Mrs. McDonald, who arrised int, rmitional disagreement
residi between the United Stales waked int. a trap set for them.
here Sundas, said that she and
an
n fee re
to Anil Japan.
her husband have deeitled not
1.111P.:1 unsubstantiated reports
Japan on Offensive
return to Panama, but will enThe Japanese licsa. been on the from the area have derlareil that
deavor to liwale here. Neverthe
offensive for Ilse glass in 1111. the 19111 Chinese army in Kiangless, they have an offer In go to
behind wan owes its success to the Gerw Melt they Kiangwan area. threells
Equador in the
Chapei district, whit!). last man officers under whoin the
the
InnV consider.
These stride.
Ilie scene Id Hindi arniv is drilling.
week,
Prior to hix work in Panama
gists probably have introduced
war fa re.
professor McDonald had worked
Thi. wanders have been con the tactics that held the Allies
in the employ of Great Britain and
eentrating on breaking the M- for a long period during the
the Cnited Stales in many parts
iens(’ of the Chinese in this area, World War.
of the world,

Romeo and His Friends
Are Learning to Fence.

1/1

Work of
President
is outline(’ by
Stanford Doctor

Tlo second ’,tic:,
the winter quartet
in the Morris Dail. s awn., .1, ,
February
al II o’clock. II was
presented by the students of Mr.
Otterstrin, Mrs. Ileekelbaum anti
Miss Thompson, of the Music department.
Aubrey Collirs grarefulls ’,represented the melodious piano
solo "lionianee,"
by Sibelius:
"Mother Mt fell ," by Sallee; :111,1
"Tile Mind Sift’IlkS," by Schaefer.
were given excellent viand interpretation by Marie Mothorn. Miss
Mothorn was aecompanied by
Jean Sterling.
The first movement of the always delightful violin concerto. "Symphonic Espa.
hol," of Lato, WIIS given by Diris
Kinne, whose resonant. mellifluent tone, combined with all escellent technique captivated the
large audience. Jean Sterling accompanied. A vomit solo, "You
Are All That Is Lovely." by
Woodforile-Finden. was given bv
Eolith Hoak, whose effortitss,
rich soprano voice easily filled
the large auditorium. Jena Sterling, veteran accompanist. gave.
ns a piano solo. the last number
on the recital, (he difficult, and
brilliant "Etude
22 of Chopin.
The appreclative audience gave
the students the vigorous applause
they. deserved.
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Mary Latimer Reads
tor the Student Body
.
toren’. si
lo apnea,

\ nirrica’s
rvailvrs. is

s, .’

t

Hr

der the Speisli

!

1r

on.
m

Thini
’,IA, I, 7,
De on the evethou
talinwr .1,1,1;11,/,-, in di,
1,,,1 readings or on,;o1 1,1;rys :ma
and in her reading for the
’speech .1.rts majors a few months
ago read mans’ Crench-Canathim
selections. id* which "Lertle
ss as outstanding
Iter renside. lions was of
dition

public rciolim.:

all efill.t1

At Ihe Universits of Wisvonsin
hist year, Mars Latimer was recognized as the most accomplished
reader that has ever attended the
institution. While only an undergraduate at the university. she
was featured by the faculty on
programs that heretofore has..
Leen reserved only for profes.
sional talent.
Since graduating and coming to
the Paeifie Coast, she has been
reading quite extensively in the
flay region, and is :it present
reading over the radio.
Tickets for this enjoyable evening of dialect readings are only 25
cents apiece and :tiny be obtained
from 1/r. Kaucher, or any mem.
ber of the Speerh Arts faeulty.
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Tribute to Character
It has for years been the custom to pass over the accomplishments of a man in a student body office, the students accepting as tt matter of course tact, self possession,
and integrity. But as this school year reaches its hall-v,ay
mark, it is felt that to pass over the work uf
John Horning, President of the Associated Students of San
Jose State, vvithout some few words of appreciation wiuld
be to neglect an obligation which the Tittles, as an organ
of student opinion, can in a small measure perform here.
Horning is, first of all, a man. His impressive body
and clear-cut features show the cleanliness which has governed his life. The greatest aim in John Horning’s career
as president has been not only to carry out the policies
which he felt were for the best interests of the college, but
first of all to be a friend to every student. He has taken
promising rough material in many cases, and moulded it
It could not be otherwise.
into worth while character.
Cheer and good will is bound to reflect, and anyone coming
into contact with this man could not but feel his influence.
Horning’s administration LIS president has not been
filled with a sensational flood of new measures. There
have been no revolutionary bills instituted which were
calculated to change the whole course of student body affairs. No, there has been nothing of the impractical enthusiast in this man.
There are, however, many real reasons that San Jose
State should be grateful that she chose John Horning as
her chief executive at the student body election. The
countless little thingsfor which no credit is given and little appreciation is shown- which Horning has done for
those that most needed his help bring out the true greatness of his character. Innumerable trips to the health cottageletters to sick students. assuring them that the college is behind them with the hope for a speedy recovery
why, the man even saved a student from’ disgraceful dismissal from this college, staking his personal word that
the boy would better himself.
It is not within our personal power to give this man the
credit he deserves. We cannot hope to repay him in kind.
for there is little chance that he would ever need our help.
We can only say, "We appreciate what you have dont.
Thank you, John Horning.

Diversity of Chicago Proves Conclusively That Men
Students Out-rate Woinen in Brain Test
C.hicago.Another chapter was
written in the controvery over
who is smarter. the nian or woman student, when a test conducted by the University of Chicago in its freshman classes
slowed that in the first eleven
ratings not one co-ed appeared.
This, in spite c,f the fact that
women outnumbered men in the
750 freshmen who took the exam:
inetion. First place went to Williata K. Traynor, 19, of Chicago,
son of William T. Traynor, vire
president and director of Swift &
Company.
Knowledge didn’t count in this
examination, for it was a psychology lest to measure intellects. For
instance, an artificial language
was supplied with the instructions
to translate a passage from it into
Simple problems in
English.

RING BOOKS
LOOSE LEAF
8,1,x11
Special Prices at

Winch & Marshall
"Always Reliable"
San Jose
S. First St.
Ifonatain Pens
Propelling Pencils
Largo Cupomition Books
Binder Papers
ALL STUDENT SUPPLIES

arithmetic which were not quite
so simple after all, made up another part.
The test by no means settled the
question, however. for in other
tests in other colleges and universities nien have been outstanding in some, coeds in others.

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS
"RAIN ON THE ROOF"
and
"STARLIGHT"

Dickerson Bros.
Ballard 7862
273 S. 1st St.
Next to American Theatre

!TYPEWRITERS
All Makes
RENTED
REPAIRED
EXCHANGED
Factory Distributors

ROYAL
CORONA
REMINGTON
I.NDERWOOD
Portable Typewriters
seeond-hand Typweriters from
$20 to $60

Office Stcre Equipment Co.
E. L.

Flindt’s Iti

Ind St.. near Erse.
FOR BEST SHOE REPAIRING

,,,
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CO -Cal FintitS

EXPIAINS
EDUCATION
SYSTEM OF
GERMANY
Nliss Ituth Berenson, transfer
student at the University of CaLifornia from the University s:
Hamburg, was the very interesting and enlightening speaker at
Globe Trotters on Wednesday
noon, February 116th. Her talk
dealt with the Youth Movement in
Germany. She explained how the
soung people, tired of spending
all of their time in school, bounded by the severest restrictions of
social behavior, finally kicked
over the traces. Storting to study
Latin and Greek at the age of
eight or nine years, these children, by the time they were fourteen -or fifteen , Were stooped shouldered
and
wore heavy
glasses. They were asked to believe, without questioning the authority, anything that their teachers, parents, and clergymen told
them.
Finally a group of the
young people changing to an entirely new and revolutionary type
of dress, went to spend their
Sunday in the woods. This was
unthinkable action. It was definitely thought that these young
people were going straight to the
dogs. She continued her talk, carrying the progress of the Youth
Movement through the
World
War. She said that now, in Germany, there are houses in various
parts of the country that are
known
as
Youth
Movement
Houses. Young men and women.
after driving to the country, pack
their knap-sacks on their backs
and hike for twenty to thirty
miles. In the evening they convene at one of these Youth Nlovement Houses, and there spend the
night.
There
are
many
different
groups that compose the Youth
Movement. They are either political, social, or religious groups.
They have nothing in common
with the other groups, except
that they all want to change the
old order.
Miss Borenson, who is working
for her Ph. D. at the University
of California, is only tWenty-one
years old and stands about five
feet four inches high. She has
long black hair that she v..ears
very simply in a braided knot at
the back of her head in a manner
that is very trying for ansone
who does not have very regular
features. She speaks rather good
English, but has a very heavy
German accent. Her very charming smile was brought into play
quite often when she had to pass
over some remark she wished to
make, because of her limited
English vocabulary.

supreme
Peace
No longer do bm
Times office.
For years I have patiently M
lated reporters club and gouge ened to talcs of !lig Bill Poytrtss.
one another when the shades of Blustery Bill, the ilig Belitter, and
I have heard girls reevening gather. No more will feet liad Bill.
mark that they wouldn’t take one
coveted
for
race
their
thunder in
of his courses until they "absoseats.
lutely 11111110". I even know of a
The powers mat definitely exist case where a lassie waited three
have installed lights above each years for another teacher to come
The and leach a course, which to this
desk in the Times office.
effect Is very artistic. Depending time, she could obtain from no
from green drop cords are four- one but Willful Willie.
square parchment shades, decorThe employ an old saw, "Where
ated simply. Each hangs down there is so much smoke, there
the same distance from the ceil- must be some fire." I repeat that
ing.
I listened stolidly lo these tirades
Besides serving the merely util- agitinst the terrible William for
itarian purpose of preventing eye- so long that, finally. even my torUnimportant Matter, pid curiosity was aroused, and in
strainan
because, after all, a reporter is the face of warnings from pracreporterthey will make tically the entire school, not exonly
the typewriter keyboards readily cluding the faculty, I enrolled in
readable. And that is important. one of the fiery savant’s courses.
Misspelling is a cardinal sin in .1
My surprise can be imagined
reporter.
in part, when, upon entering his
Anyway, the editor is happy; class for the flrst time, I W
the proof reader is happy; and allo.wed to walk quietly to my
the staff ;ire all happy.
seat without the redoubtable Nil..
Pos.tress’s running up and pummeling me with his fist, or hurling
epithets of the coarser sort at my
heaved a sigh
widespread ears.
of relief and resigned myself to
felt
Cambridge, Mass.For the first the vitriolic attack which I
in forthtime in the history of this staid sure would not be long
I do not go o far as to
old Christian institution, a Jew- ,olning.
though. Far
ish rabbi is to lecture to the the- say that I was calm,
joint.
ological students of Harvard Uni- from it. I trembled in every
not
be imagined,
Nly surprise, can
versity.
acrimonious
the
when
however,
Dean William L. Sperry of the
litHarvard Theological School has William slowly walked to his
invited Rabbi Harry I.evi of Temple Israel. Boston, to address the
students for one week on religion,
especially on .ludaism, when the
new Appleton Memorial Chapel Is
completed.
Dr. Carl Holliday is to write

Jewish Rabbi Speaks for
First Time at Harvard

Carl I.. Schrader, State Superintendent of Physical Education
in ’Massachusetts, has asked that
every college have a "sport doctor," whose business it would be
to preventing physkally unfit
students from playing in athletic
games.

I.ast week -end the classes in
the introduction for a book enti- Library Administration took trip
tled "Why Marriage," written by to Sacramento, visiting libraries.
Dr. Philip Katzoff. l’he latter is
a prominent San Francisco physician, and his book is being Published by the Institute of Domestic Relations of San Francisco.

On Friday afternoon they vis0,.(1 the Elementary School Library in Sacramento, and on Saturday they saw the Slate Library at
Sacramento, and the Sacramento
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McKiernan Music Co.
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Telephone Ballard 8620
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MRS. M. BURGESS DIES
AFTER LENGTHY
ILLNESS
-Mrs. Mary Burgess, who had
been active in school work and
fraternal circles, died at her home
at 351 South Fourth street, February 14.
Mrs. Burgess had been a teacher
for several! years at Gardner
school. She has not been teaching
for a year, however, due to her
illness, which lasted that length
of time.
William IL Baker, mathematics
instructor at San Jose State College prior to his death about a
year ago, was the father of the
deceased woman. :qrs. Burgess
was educated at Fresno, as well
as the normal school, front which
she graduated in 1902. She had
been teaching in Gardner school
since 1921. She has been a widow
since 1914. when her husband
was drowned.
The funeral services were (WI.
ilut.ted at the First Christian
Church, by the Rev. Richard W.
AbberIcy, pastor of the church,
where NIrs. Burgess has been very
active in church affairs.
Surviving Mrs. Burgess are her
son, John Burgess, a student al
the University of California, and
two brothers, in Arcata and San
Francisco, and three sisters, one
in Fresno, one in San Jose. anti
one in Cleveland, Ohio.
+-
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Dr. T. W. MacQuarric met in
San Francisco last Wednesday
with four other prominent Cali
fornia educators who are making
a state occupational survey for
the Carnegie Foundation. Dr.
Henry Suzann, who is heading
the work, is the Carnegie appointee who called the meeting.
This was the third nuteling of the
group. They will meet again at
the University of California in
Berkeley on February 29.
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Dr. MacQuarrie Meets
Educators in Bay City

The volume deals with the psy- Public Library.
Dr. Lawrie B. Morrison, X-ray
Nliss Vander Hoeg and Miss
of marriage, and is based
specialist of Boston, has given an chology
arm in the pr. tic,. ,,f his profes- on Dr. Katzoff’s long experience Smith. of the facilliv, .1’0111pani,.,1 the class.
as a medical adviser.
sion.

Tasty Sandwiches

The
Collegiate
Rendezvous

- tle pulpit and cooly began look
ing over the neve class. No flre
works or castigations, just a
friendly survey.
Here I was ut last, face to face
with the most "merciless, driving,
and bigoetecl professor at the college." But what was this? Could
it be possible that a sniile was
spreading over that not unpleasing countenance? I was thunderBut upon looking over
struck!
the class and remembering. too.
my own rather ludicrous physiognomy, I saw that even Dr. Poytress could not restrain his mirth
at the look of terror which was
so apparent in every face.
To shorten a Verhaps seemingly
endless story, I confess that to
this date the insensate savant has
ham I10 member of the ,lass limb
from limb, has insulted no sensitive girl, has given out but two
"Fss", and strangely enough has
a knowledge of economics which
commends even my reluctant approval. As for all that twaddle
about the professor’s crushing
with a glance or cursing roundly
some unfortunate individual!, in
all fairness, I cannot help but
class it as just tallyraddle. And
as to his giving along with his all
too numerous "Ps" and "Ws",
unmerited abuse to helpless students, why even my usually sober
face finds a smile creeping over it
at the thought. And just one last
secret before I leave you, the
even has a sense of humor!

Library Classes Journey
Dr. Holliday To Write
To Capitol City
Introduction for Books
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aduate Teachers
Honored at Dinner
Given by K-P Club
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Sappho Compliments New
Officers at Formal
at De Anna

PAGE THREE

Bel Canto Members
I Complimented at
Ste. Claire Dinner

Bel Canto Compliments New Officers at Sainte Claire Hotel

At a delightful formal given in
the De Anza Hotel lobby last SatHOTEL DE ANZA urday evening, Sappho society
AER AT
EVENING,
complimented the
new
officers
.4ATI’llletY
who were elected at the meeting
FEISItt’AltY 20
WednesdaY evening. They
Hotel were: Miss Marie Delmas,
dining rouni of the
presisetting last Sat- dent; Miss Josephine Swickurol,
;us was the
in vice presidt-nt: Miss Geraldine
banquet
the
fur
, evening
graduate Kindergarten- Christmas, secretary; Nliss Belle
and those in Butler, treasurer; and Miss Doro’ori’ leachers,
college. thy Turner, reporter.
at
department
’The formal was an invitational
leadership of
tun ler the
Mrs. affair and about seventy-five
and
Nore
couFatilv De
hostesses
ples
were
(tended.
’,,b,..11; ’Walsh,
Patrons and patronesses includ0.emoog, and were: Miss
Elizabeth CrumbY, ed: Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wilson,
t’,,re, Miss
Mr. anol Mrs. William Walsh, Mr.
and Mrs. Walsh.
wdie.
.
oolliactoo on of the affair was and Nirs. William Richardson, Mr.
her and Mrs. thsen Brayler, Dr. and
Muriel Irwin, who, with
evening a de- Mrs. Jay Elder. Dean Helen lionti;itice, ilia!, the
mick, Nliss 1111,e Kuntz. and \11,,’
tail succ,.ss.
were Mrs. T. Bernice loiru,kins
tells of honor
Sellenger,
Nliss
ilteQuartie,
Nliss Pansy Ali .the spy:it:cr.
’,dent of the San
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Nel100IS.
ro Cotlill,
slump, president of
iss
toastmistress
!
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Sue 1,its,e1,
’
li..1,,th,
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Bel Canto complimented new members recently. at the

Petite ing Choir, during the six weeks
sang several she did her practice teaching
there.

ss Sherburne Gives
Theatre Party Recently
las hull; salorburne, memLer
the Phi kappa Pi Sorority,
grd. i n, hostess recently
o oined a group of
njoytible theater

C.

Nlargaret
1):evenport,
l’riseilla Sword. ’Stith "Stickman,
!Henrietta NIallock, Francella Joy,
j Katherine Smith, Nlargarel Fur,
r,lister, Helen Joint soli, and NIttri,1
it to
io,
ere: Nlisses
Lois Hill. I toil, lie t,01,11.en. Lida
I:red, l’Ii1,11). Verna
Frederiekson. 1:1, I fi
Ohrt,
Holm,. Loth,
it..dgers,
N1.11’, M.1t11,1,14.. Ett11.11 LIM 11..oit,

student.

s Berth., A oong
nese seleet ions.
The choir, composed of ten girk
Zs. MacQuarrie, who was a
and len
boys of the High
fith
ferftarten teacher before her
Tige, gave a short and inter- class. presented on Wednesday,
February 13th, in the I.ittle Thean); talk on her experiences in
ter, a frogman for the classes in
I Bela.
the Education department.
bout eighty-five women were
The ten small girls recited "The
sent. and iti s hoped that this
King’s Breakfast," "l’he Mysterilir may l000toome an annual
ous
Cat," and "The Martial Famnt in thoo rollege. Dancing
ily." The boys gave "It Couldn’t
loved the dinner.
Be Done," and "Ten Little Bachelors."

,fter :Ouch refreshments
eleverly dee-irated
- -Lye,’
.,1 her
IL IL, ill WiltOW

ice

lintel Sainte Claire.

Bel Canto Club, the women’s singing

FO’

San Jose State, has received much favorable reco:.;-

dent; Eleanor Green, vice president; and Miss Alma

nition in this community for the splendid mann, r

Williams, director.

in which its concerts are carried through.

Miss Frances Forward Is Coffee and Ginger Bread Delightful Weather Encourages San Joseans
Winter’s Student Teachers
Now Practice Teaching Is Served at the
To Make Out-of-Town Trips During Week-End
Are Named by
Speech Arts Tea
Office
,pring
./1’%%

NUS%

Decem-

ber geminate, os now teaching at

weather

Glen

grammar

school.

program

bring

it to

DANCING
FREE GRUB
ENTERTAINMENT
FIELD
ACTIVITIES
March 4, 1932
biggest Spardi Gras celebration in tlw history of San Jose State.
1111.1INIES offers a prize of $5.00 for the best costume on a man. \\hilt
the most appropriately garbed woman will receive a
Ilo

Shaeffer Fountain Pen.
.

one-act

Kathryn Smith laso read a oneaet pltly, "Mrs. Pat and the I.aw."
This combination
(of dainty refreshments and two well -presented plays, furnished an entertaining program to an interested
group.
All Speech Arts majors, minors,
and anyone interested in an hour’s
entertainment, are most cordially

delightful

Nliss Ntarion Bailey attended a

Miss Bailey is at present practice
te:whing at Horace Mann grammar
school, having finished a quarter
in the Oakland schools and Willow Glen.
Mrs. Bulge Peterson, popular
art teacher, spent the week-end at
her home in King City.
Miss Claire Coolidge and Miss
Dorothy O’Brien motored to the
where they
Bay city Saturday,
enjoyed a shopping tour.
Miss Nlargaret
Burchell spent
the week -end in Wheatland with
her family.
Miss June Shale, State
was in Reno over the week-end
and enjoyed skiing.

student.

Appearing before a highly interested and extremely responsive
audience composed of the faculty
find
of the Ulthersth
Stanford, the San Jose S1:114. Versl.
Speaking Choir gave an excellent
program Wednesday evening at g
o’cloock.
A great deal of enthusiasm was
shown by the audience in
and those who were exceptionally
Miss
complimented
interested,
Elizabeth Jenks very highly after

genera!,

the performance.
"The House That Jack Built".
by four members of
he choir, proved to be one (of the

interpreted
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W. Howard Myers Will be
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Easter
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W. How-.
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Student leochers for the Winter Quarter. 19:12, are as follows:
The ceremony will be the culAmong the prominent slitolents GENERAL ELEMENTARY OR KINDER- mination of n ronninee which beGARTEN -PRIMARY STUDENT
gan in 192:,, ,Fien both were sell.
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TEACHING
iors in
’;...11 school. Nliss Branand appeared fill the campus MonALAMEDA COUNTY
non% the daughter of Mrs. J. 1.
Evelyn Amaral
day to make us relize it was a
Lela Blackburn
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In, is one of the most
Barbara Norris
holiday were Nliss Nlildred
popular members of the younger
Muriel coilingwood
Marion Bailey, Marion Weller.
Jean Ilubley
sochol
set
her city, will arrive
Margaret King
Howard
Nelson, and Frances
Juli Peteraun
in San Jose some time during the
Inez Pieper
Forwaxd.
middle of Nlarch.
Eleanor Rehdorf
Dorothy Mame Smith
Miss
Grace osiner, popular
Myers. who has made a name
Marie chial ,
the
enjoyed
Times reporter,
Lauiv Welonwtifelder
for himself in scholastic flelds
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week -end at hoot. home in Watsince
coming to San Jose State,
Alfirjorit. GrAff
Glad), Marshall
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Hudson,
sonville.
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Violet Swank
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present a
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:norship of Nebraska.
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Juana Hew ley
Carmel. Nionday Nliss Sherburne
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Marjory Cro-thy
motored to San Francisco.
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and Miss
Mrs. Huth
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Gray
enjoyed
Mary
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Harriet Johnson
Mt ’
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Twenty-four
new
Domthes Martin
Evelyn Roca
were initiated into Smock ’it
Miss Doris Taylor aso was
Imbelle Wallace
Helen
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last
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in
Room
I
of
the Art
perform.inee.
present at Wignian’s
SAN JOSE
building. This organization is the
Jean Byers
Lenarc Heins.
official society in the Art &liar’.
Margaret H.3,11.f.re
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Alice Sehrnidt
After the formal initiation th,
tvara Finneran,.
Inurence Hill
members were put threiugh seiniAin. Ingram
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artiste tasks. such as
modring
4.04;
Marian Halle,
clay wide blindfolded. and makRuth Sanders tart-time
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ing composite pietures
Alice Palmer
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urnan Barr
the plant.
Herman Simon
Margaret Stone
The success oof the initiate o
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Miss Louise Rosen Carol Yearinn
wook due to the efforts of Nlargarct
Erarni FlerrY
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as general chairman.
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habit. who *as electSANTA CLARA COUNTY
..sy.sted by. Lucy ’Manfredi, Betty
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Iltzgers, and Betty Brunning.
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ENJOY TIIE FEED AND ENJoY

ago the

Thory Wigman in San Francisco.

Sophians Elect New Members at Meeting
Held Wednesday Evening at Home of Mrs. Boomer

ri

E
yrs

VOSII:111, 13r1 1,011lif

was

weather caused many Francisco (luring Saturday.

hist week -end.

few weeks

MISS

The metnber,

students and faculty to go places

Milkshakes

e47

seems to have

orrived. at least for a time.

Coffee

;mil a snack of
ginger bread were the opening
Miss Weller,
known for
her where she is in charge of the numbers on the
at the
Speech Arts Tea Tuesday afterability as a leader, deserves a fourth grade.
noon. These were presented by
great
deal
of praise
in
her
Nliss Joy Arps, who went to no
achievements at Lowell.
Site is
LOST!!
end of trouble tot put them over
now teaching at Lincoln Glen,
in not only a palatable but an arwhere she is completing her secA small black leather hinder tistic was-.
ond six weeks.
was lost on the campus last TuesFollowing the serving of tea ;
If it is found please
Miss Eolith Boasso read the "Feast’
lhe art of life is to keep &own day.
the "Times" office. Reward. of the Holy Innocents," a
a(quaintances. One’s friends one
can in..nage, hut one’s acquaint - Please help me. It constitutes my play. centered about the lonely
moo! it. lives of two ald maids. Miss Boan, ,
tri be the ilevil.Edward entire college education. I
oks seemed to capture and interC KUN/.1..
N, i .11 LIU :IS.
pret the real spirit of old maids.
NS mon t it just like Dr. Kaucher to
bring along
needle work to
:old local color.
Willow

I ,ery man, woman, child, student, and faculty member should
turn out in costume

L.

organization at

Miss Shirley Dunning is presi-

some

lie

members of liel (:anto
,,,inplitnentad at a formal
I-1111111y
ff1
Illt 111/Iel

l’01111Willg lite (limier a formal
iniliatiom took idiocy.
The new
members are: The Nlisses

Miss Marion Weller
Directs Lowell Choir

Miss Marion NV,’ i,r,
popular
tones, chairman !neither in the Beta Gamma Chi
secured as pi- society, a member of Stilt Jose
. Valerie Turner, Players, and active in various orcalve teaching in ganizations on the campus, diI Nliss Floriene rected al Lowell. a A’erse Speak
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fli11111.1
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At a toweling helot last Weolnesday evening. tot the loos oas home
of Mrs. Allen Boomer (Alberta
Hubbard), Ero Sophians elected
the following girls as officers for
the coming semester: Miss Louise
Itosenhahn, president; Miss Marjorie Atkinson. vice president)
Nfiss Priscilla Sword,
Wittenburg,
Alice
Mary
Miss
Ilelen Durnam,
Miss
Miriam
Miss
and
sergeant-nt-arms;

secretary:

treasurer;

Hart, reporter.
group of charming
With this
very
have a
Ero should
successful terni.
meeting.
business
the
After

girls.

during

1

I
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Spartans Split Fresno Cage Seri(

Intra-Mural Cage Schedules for Both
Leagues Are Completed
SPARTAN LEAGUE
(All games played on North Court)
Thurstl.). February 25North Court:
7 p. in.French Club vs. Phi Mu Alpha.
8 p. m.P. E. Majors vs. Science Club.
9 p. m.Tau Delta Phi vs. Commerce Club.
Tuesday, Nlarch 1.North Court:
p. in.Facult.s. vs. Phi Mu Alpha.
8 p. In.Stags vs. Science Club.
9 p. m.French Club vs. Conuuerce CJub.
Thursday, March 3--North Court:
7 p. m.P. E. Majors vs. Tau Delta Phi.
Thursday, March 10First of play off series.
Saturday. March 12--Second of series.
Tuesday, Nfarch 15Third of series, if necessary.

Montezuma High
By Score of 43-25
Downs and Berratta Star
for San Jose

The San Jose State freshman
basketball team ended a successful season by trouncing the Montezuma High team in a preliminary game to the Fresno-San Jose
GOLD AND WHITE LEAGUE
State. The Frush were on the
(All games played on South Court)
long end of the 43 to 25 score.
Thursday, February 25South Court:
The fast passing attack of the
7 p. m.Print Shop vs. Spartan Knights.
Spartan Babes was too much for
8 p. m.Pre-Legal Club vs. Plumbers.
the defense of the Mountain
9 p. m.Owls Club vs. State College Band.
School team. The forward line
Tuesday, March ISouth Court:
of the winners composed of
7 p. ni.Industrial Arts vs. Sigma Gamma Omega.
Douns, Horstman, and Beretta.
8 p. na.Radio Club vs. Spartan Knights.
displayed an accuracy on the
short shots that they were con9 p. ni.Print Shop vs. Slate Coilege Band.
tent to take.
Thursday, March 3North Court:
Ducoty and Reed were particu8 p. in.Radio Club vs. State College Band.
larly strong on taking the ball off
9 p. m.Print Shop vs. l’re-Legal Club.
the backboard and thus displayThursday, March 5--South Court:
ing a fast break that caught the
7 p. m.Pre-Legal Club vs. Owls Club.
visitors napping.
8 p m.Industrial Arts vs. Spartan Knights.
Coach Blesh was content to use
9 p. rn.Signia Gamma Omega vs. Plumbers.
all his squad after his first team
Tuesday, Nlarch 8--South Court:
had run up a rather large lead.
7 p. tn.Industrial Arts vs. Plumbers.
The substitutes showed excellent
8 p. m.Spartan Knights vs. State College Band.
:tbility, although slightly weak on
Tuestlay, March 8,North Court:
the scoring end.
p. m.Signia Gamma Omega vs. Owls Club.
For the visitors Hamilton and
8 p. m.--Badio Club vs. Pre -Legal Club.
Norcross were the scoring stars.
Thursday, Nlarch 10-1st game of play off series.
The visitors were coached by
Saturday, March 12.-2nd game of play off series.
none other than Bill White, former star of San Jose State ColTuesday, Nfarch 15-3rd game of play offif neressarv
lege. The welcome was nol as
13ill would have liked it, hut nevertheless he was glad to see the
old school again, particularly the
new gym.
Games to he played Thursday!
Gold and White League
night, February 25:
Fg. Ft. Tp.
Games to be played on the NIontezuma (25)
Hamiton, f
2
2
6
Spartan League. North Court
South Court.
Norcross,
f
1
1
9
7 p. m.French Club vs. Phi
7 p. m.Print Shop vs. Spartan
Casamajor,
c
I
.1
9
Knights.
Mu Alpha.
Franchest,
0
I
I
8 p. m.Pre-Legal Club
8 p. m.P. E. Nlajors vs. Sci-1
liogers, g
0
0
0
ence Club.
Plumbers.
Derferg, g
0
0
0
9 p. m.Tau .Deha Phi vs.
9 p. m.Owls Club vs. State Matkins. g
2
2
6
Commerce Club.
College Band.
Nferryman,
0
0
Totals
9
7 25
San Jose (43)
Fg. Ft. Tp.
Beretta. f
6
1 13
Douns, f
5
1 12
!foramen, c
5
0 10
5
!teed. g
2
1
Caldwell, g
0
0
0
Ducoty, g
1
0
2
Bennett, g
0
0
0
!ferryman, f
0
0
0
Foster, c
0
1
1
Hobertson, f
0
0
0
Channel, g
0

GAMES TO BE PLAYED THURSDAY NIGHT

B

00kS!

Bo oks!

1

10

Totals

Books!

4

Tennis Candidates To Meet
-,-;
at Gyni Today

Frosh Cagers Defeat Fast
Morgan Hill High Team

:1 (10 Books f,,r
Showing a complete reversal of
form the Frosh obtained their re, oge on the Live Oak High
s. 1,01 of Morgan Hill, by admin:
:
:.

bool., originally ’row

pi.i,ts

It’s a specialty wRh us
we have about 20
different kinds, that
always make a hit at
Sunday breakfast pariies.
Try some of
Iberia!

Over 1 00 Titles to
X
A
A

ze
Including books

front

Robt.

Do you like

Coffee Cak0

$2.00 to $5.00

Choose From

Spartan 1,eague North Court
p. an.Faculty 20, P. E. Nlajors 48.
Delta l’hi 2,
8 p. in.Tau
French Club 0.
9 p. ni.--Commerce Club 23,
Stags 20.
The strong P. E. Majors team
had an easy time defeating the
Faculty in the opening game of
the night schedule of the Spartan
League. The Majors had amassed
a large lead in the early part of
the
game which they
held
throughout the second half.
The Tau Delta Phi retained its
place at the top of the league by
its win over the French Club. The
French Club failed to put a team
on the floor, so the game was automatically awarded to the fraternity.
After four quarters of fast basketball the Commerce Club man
aged to eke out a three-point vietory of the Stags, thus climbing
higher in the league standings.
Won Lost
4
Tau Delta Phi
0
4
0
P. E. Majors
2
Science Club
2
2
,S,tags
2
2
""Imerce
Ficultv
1
3
’ ,
Phi Mu Alpha
0
3
French Club
0
4
Gold and White League
7 p. m.Industrial Arts 2.
Print Shop 13.
8 p. m.Owls Club 26, Radio
Club 9.
9 p. m.Sigma Gamma Omega
2. State College Band O.
The
Industrial
Arts
team
showed too much skill at hitting
the basket for Theron Fox’s
printers, so were able to emerge
on the long end of the 22 to 13
score.
Sigma Gamma Omega won on a
forfeit from the Band.
The Owl Club continued their
triumphant march by defeating
the Radio Club 26 to 9. The Owls
are now holding down first place
and seem most probable to continue to do so.
Green and Villite League
Won Lost
Owls
4
0
Industrial Arts
3
I
Sigma Gamma Omega
3
1
Print Shop
2
2
1
Spartan Knights
1
Pre -Legal
1
2
1
Radio Club
2
Band
0
3
Plumbers
0
3,

4
.

90c

. T r,
F. W. C. RACE WILL BE
PHY ED MAJORS HOLD Mn Jose Wins ana Loses in Iwo tame
FINISHED THIS
LEAD IN SPARTAN
With Fresno Bulldogs; Goodell
Series
WEEK
INTRA-MURAL
Quintet
,.

Benchley’s "20010

Meyers’

Chatterton
Bakery
221-223 South Second
Opposite Y.W.C.A.

The 1932 tennis season is officially opening this afternoon with
the announcement from the office
of H. C. McDonald, head of the
Physical Education department at
San Jose State. that all canditlates
for the varsity tennis squad
should turn out at 4 o’clock at a
meeting in the Physical Education
office.
San Jose State has an impressive tennis schedule for 1932. The
nest game of the season is scheduled with San Mateo for Friday,
March 4, making it imperative
that all candidates turn out immediately.
There are to be Far Western
conferenee tennis matches: this
year at Sacramento on May 6-7.
The hest players ran the squad
will participate for the Spartans.
The games thus far scheduled
follows:
Friday, March 4San Mateo at
San Jose.
Friday, March 11Cal. at San

and Olie Olsen Star for Local

throws to tie the scere. Then,
with Goodell and Olsen concentrating on the basket, San Jose
went into the scoring business in
:tbhigaliwtaliyi.wp, iling up a 23-13 lead
Goodell High Pointer
Earl Goodell again led the scorinit. with 17 points to his credit.
Earl made 7 field goals end 3 free
throws. Olsen scored 10 points,
and Ilea made 6, but was replaced
Smith, who scored once.
by
Coach McDonald USell every man
on the squad, and the reserves
made a good showing, especially
San
Liebrant and Nlathiesen.
Jose’s aidvanthage at venter gave
the Fresno boys a great deal of
trouble, and with Goodell sneaking under the basket for set-ups,
the score gradually grew larger.
Fresno used :a man to man defense that caused San Jose no end
of trouble. and probably the
score would have been much
higher had the regular flve-man
defense been employed by the vis
itors. The pass work of Olsen,
Goodell and lies was good, and
this combination is improving
with use. Mathiesen scored a
unique field goal in the flnal few
minutes when Skinny found hintself on his hands and knees, and
the ball under his stomach. Skinnv rose to his feet, stntched his
6 foot 6 frame out anti dropped in
a field goal.
Nice recovery,
Skinns
Moore, Matheisen, Star
Mcore and Mathiesen were out standing for Fresno. Nloore led
his mates with 14 points, followed
by Cortiray with 9 markers, while
Mathiesen proved that he was the
outstanding guard of the F. W. C.
by his effective work on the defense.
Rough Game
A total of 22 fouls iwere called;
eltven on each team. The itenna
brothers, Sem and Joe, were both
ejected from the game for committing four fouls apiece. San
Jose made 10 of her’ 11 free
throws good, while Fresno made
8 out of 11.
The box score:
FRESNO
Fg. Ft. Pf. Tp.
Cordray, f
4
1
1
9
5
4
0 14
Moore, f
1
Goodwin, f
0
1
S. Henna, c
I
1
4
3
0
Nloleny ,c
0
0
J. Henna, g
1
1
4
3
g
0
Handy,
0
0
Mathiesen, g
0
2
I)

Totals

1 8 11 30
SAN JOSE
Fg. Ft. Pf. Tp.
Goodell, f
7
3
1 17
0
1
Countryman. f
0
1
Olsen, f
3
4
3 10
Taylor. f
11
0
0
(kites, f
0
0
0
0
Jose.
Bea. c
ti
2
2
1
Saturday, Nfarch 12Sen Mateo smith, c
1
0
1
2
at San Mateo.
0
2
1
0
Mat hiesen, c
Saturday.
March 19S.
F. sow.
1
0
1
2
Tearhers’ College at S. F.
George. g
0
0
1
0
Saturday,
March
26S.
F. ’,tattoo.
2
0
2
4
Teachers’ College et San Jose.
!Attract.
0
0
1
0
Friday, April 8--Cal. at Cal.
Wednesday, April 13--Paciflc at
Totals
17 10 11 44
San Jose.
lieferer : Kay; utnpi re. Hubbard.
Friday, April 15Pacific
at
Stockton.
Development of infortnal n
Istering e 25 to 18 defeat lest llonal leaders among the eo,
g

Leagues Under The Sea. or "David Copperfield" tit
Ludwig’s "Napoleon."

I10’4 DISCOUNT THIS WEEK
X
.
Blue Ribbon and Star Series

The Co-op 1
fc. . . ,. .,. :. . . :. .:. .,. :. ,. ,. :. ,. .,. ,. :. ,. :. . . . .,. :. . . . . . .i
1

I

g

Perfect Pies
BRANCH No. 2
275 E. San Fernando St.
(Opposite !High School)

Home Cooked Meals . 35c
Plate Lunch . . . . 20c
Also Sandwiches, etc.
Real Home-Made Pies
Delicious Chicken Pies
Fountain
Good Milk Shakes
-Groceries

10c

g

Saturday night.
The smooth, fast passing attack
of the Froth featuring the clever
floorwork of Beretta and Douns,
worked to perfection and proved
the downfall of the High School
team.
Rice, who went into the grone
for Iforstmen, at center. won high
point honors with eight points.
Douns and Beretta divided 13
points between them.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

After winning Friday evening’s contest by a SCIJIV
varsity took it on the nose front
I I-30. III(’ San Jose State
on Saturday by a score of
Bulldogs
Slalt
Fresno
lowly
the
led by Harrison.
minute.rally
last
sensational
a
27-26, in
diminutis ..11U11-1)Up".
First Game
Jumping into the lead with the
opening minutes from which they
were never headed, Coach Mc Donald’s warriors won a slow
game from Fresno State on Friday night. Goodell and Olsen
continued to prove thtrnselves to
be the main cogs by scoring the
majority of the points. The game
opened with Moore of Fresno
making a foul shot which Olsen
matched on a free throw. Moore
thIL,:cnk sthootscaotrar k eiul,.0amiliit(),r1 iee cafIrnti.ee

purpose of .1 h.
United States Society," just
formed. Calvin Coolidge, Eiihu

SECOND GAME
A lucky break in recovering the
ball by Fresno, when the Spartans attempted to stall away the
final minutes of the game in a
desperate attempt to retein their
one -point lead, lost the second

Nevada
Chico State
California Aggies
San Jose State
Pacific
Fresno

1:7V.
6
4
3
3
1

2
4
5
5
7

.750
.500
.375
.375
.125

RESULTS LAST WEEK
San Jose 44. Fresno 30.
Fresno 27, San Jose 26.
Pacific 26, Cal. Aggiea 15.
Pacific 26, (’al. Aggie 25.

In

lleSelle and "Cy" Sip,
Pitch for Locals
The San .1,
baseball team ,
of the season
semi -pro I, ,
the 0111q,
11,1.

ve

nit

GAMES THIS WEEK
1,.,Ili
San Jose at Chico (Friday and the prof,ssion
for San Jose on Saturday
0000nel
The
night by a ’29 to 26 score, when Saturday.
Fresno at Pacific (Friday and strong profes,
Moore, Fresno ace, dumped the
as ()wens of t’
Saturday.
ball through the hoop for the
Cal. Aggies at Nevada (Friday Hunt of th,
owni idisn i :lag thha:kgeut tissieitrhotiTali)n. i2n0g. sec, .1 nd Saturday.
()Imstead,
F’ar Western conference basket. of the Coast 1,,
The pit, hic
was a wild and woolly contest, ball teams swing into the last
s
tand
with Son Jose leading up to the round of action Friday and Sittur
nights, but the battle for hon- much for 11,, ,
better end. With but four minutes day
’,Relives
d
ors has not yet subsided.
of play left in the game, and San
Langtainge, mad
Nevada University, out of action
Jose leading by seven points, ev- last week, retained its coveted the batting st
d
erything looked rosy for a retie- spot at the top of the standings tans. with
tition of Friday’s game. But with seven victories and one de- Felice elm;
work in 1,,,,,,
things took II different turn when feat. (lost. behind is Chico State
... .
. _
le I
.
. .
Harrison, dinunutise rtserse for. with six wins and two defeats.
Chico was also inactive last week
ward, entered the game fur Fresand retained her runner-up posi Sunseri, If
Padilla, 1 b
Harrison had evidently re - tion.
no.
as
to
instructions
ceived careful
With the two final conflicts Hunt, rf
the San Jose tip-off plays, and coming up, Chico is the only team Olmstead. ss
in a twinkling of an eye rolled that has any chance whatever of Owen, 31,
in three field goals to bring the catching the fast fl)ing Wolves. (amnia-ea, 21,
Olsen then
score up to 25-24.
The Wildcats from Chico pin their Delesandro, rf
looped one in from way -out -yon - hopes on a tie for the
leadership Laitocco, c
der, and the fans drew a breath on the California Aggies, who up Butts, p
ta
of relief. Moore scored for Fres- until last week were a threat for Landon
no, and with a one -point lead San honors.
Jose attempted
to stall, but
21
Depends on Aggies
Nlathiesen, by some clever guardTwo -base hit: I
Should the Aggies suceed in
ing, broke up the stall, and Sam
S
S..1.
splitting the series with Nevada
Henna tanked the winning basket
II
and Chico win her two games
for Fresno. Olsen got one last
2
with San Jose State the two Turner, rf
shot at the bucket just btfore the
I 1, I
teams will be deadlocked. The Ag- Covello, If
final gun, but the ball looped gies
will face the Wolves in the DeSelle, C., la
around the basket and came out.
latter’s
stamping ground and Langtagne, 21.
Fresno’s First Win
close followers of the teams say Felice. 31i
It was Fresno’s first win this i that the Wolves can’t be beat on Casaleggita, f
year, and the Raisin City boys their home court. Judging from Hardinian. 11,
felt mighty good. It was Harri- the double defeat the Aggies took Pura, ss
son who proved to be the hero at the hands of the College of DeSelle, E., e
by scoring 10 points. and playing Pacific Titters last week the CIISC
21 : ; 7 13
a heads -up game. Coach Ad Dew- is hopeless.
ey started the second string and
Chico will be favored to take
then inserted the varsity in the the Spartans at Chico, so the base hit: Canal, ... _
i
middle of the first half.
Wolves will have to win both
to make vie
:h.r.:
Olsen Hap Big Night
University of r
elt:nrti4;:gni.onents
% ,,
enlists have been -’
Olsen had a big night and itth,rei.r
flashed with sensailional shots
I never believe in interfering (;.tirtitvIii..:Igili’ti,lasil,:.rtisa:111i:,!1,,’ , , , k..t;:i
from difficult angles. Olie scored
Barry_
13 points by virtue of 5 fleld goals with nay children.Fatel
ihr , solo,
and 3 free throws.
Nlathiesen, more.
Fresno guard. had been assigned
to watch Goodell, and he did a
mighty good job of it. Earl
scored only 5 points all evening,
which is something unusual.
With the exception of the last
We have complete st,.. 3, of supplies for the .,,
flve Ininutes the game was slow
dabbler in t olors, a sketcher. or o
You be
and uninteresting. San Jose led!
mechanical drawing.
at half time by a score of 11 to 1
10. Fresno’s man to man defense’
DRAWING PADS
agsan troubled the Spartans.
Pencil -9x12 . . . 20r Ink 11x12 . .
15c
Captein Kahn played a great
game, as did Johnny Laznibat in
12x18 . . . 40e
the defensive positions for San
WATER COLORS, Milton Bradlii7.118);attg- li We
Jose.
Voe
itic +,.I
The box score:

game

Are You Artistic?

FRESNO
Fg. Ft. Pf. Tp.
Cordray, f
0
0
0
Goodvein. f
0
0
0
0
Moore, f
2
1
0
5
Harrison, f
5
0
0 10
S. Henna, c .
3
0
3
6
Maloney, c
0
1
2
J. Henna, g
1
1
0
0
Kauffman, g
.
0
0
2
0
I
0
Mathiesen, g
2
Handy. g
... 0 0 0 0

Totals

12
SAN JOSE

Fg.
Goodell, f
Olsen, f
3
!tea, c
Smith, c
Kates, g
Laznand, g
Totals
Berea, ,

.

2
5
0
1
2
1

2

8

27

Ft. Pf. Tp.
1
2
5
3
0 11
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
0
4
0
2
2

11
4
2 26
umpire: Hubbard

To my

Valentine"
(til it with Flowers
1110M NAVI.Erti!
Chas. C. Navlet Co.
20.22 R. San Fiernando
Ballard 126

POS’IER COLORS. De Vm. 25r jot;
Tempera, 10. jar.
Mechaniral Drawing Sets
Drawing Boards
French Curves
T Squares, Triangles

1/rnwing Pencils
Special Inks
Compasses
Ames Lettering

WOOD-- BLOCK MATE111.%I.S
All the makings for wood blocks or linoleum 1,3
tools, brayers, cutters, and lovely Hoek KIT!!

I,

Melvin, Roberts & Norwarth
Gifts

162 to It% South First Sti, t
Stationery
Party

California Chiropractic College
(Fou.,kd and Chartered 1913)
Third Floor Twohy Building San Jos,’
Offers to graduates of accredited high -.’110"1‘.
mrkesissni:1,r:iinusc.eruarcpgryitu..rryisnct:si.tuni(niiiiMongii)isillitiel’irtnrri,c)frs:,.111iisritirmacoliiite
Therapeutics

- Manipulative

Therapy.

Didclos

Three and Four year courses leading to ilegro’
Doctor of Chiropractic, and Drugless Physniiii.
Fully Accredited Day and Evening
For furthi r infortliatiiiti. address the It. gi.trar

Dr. A. E. Rowe

Put

t

1

r. I

S
grd

..,..,

Tw,.-1.... hit : I.

try’s youth is the

Root, Newton D. Baker, Omen ia
Young, and John Grier Ilibl
president of Princeton I ,,
sity, are the heads of III,
ration, which will pick pro
college students It, form a mod, I
congress each )eair in Washine
ton.

partan Base
learn Wins 40
!,:;,)emi Pros b

F

S.in Jog
311 Twohy Building
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